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Executive Summary
PBS Development Services recently completed a year-long Sustainer Growth Initiative (SGI), leveraging assets and
strategies in the comprehensive Sustainer Learning Center to strengthen stations practices in acquisition and retention
of sustaining donors. Stations took action and saw results; increasing sustainer percentage of member file; converting
donors to EFT and boosting acquisition.

Moving Forward: Shift Your Thinking
The SGI identified key stations who were willing
to experiment, then gave them the tools and the
instructions for how to do it. In the process, the cohort
helped develop more materials for other stations and an
annual plan to help stations implement best practices
related to sustainer acquisition and retention.
Most importantly, stations in the cohort discovered that
a focus on sustainers meant changing a long-cultivated
mindset. That meant more than adjusting language on
air or promoting sustainers above annual donors on
a web form. It meant thinking about sustainers at the
beginning of every conversation, every strategy, and
every planning meeting.
Getting over that hump may feel like a mental barrier.
The most important thing is convincing yourself and your
team that it has to be done. The second part of that is
that it never ends. Managing a sustainer program is a
daily commitment.

But once that mindset begins to shift, you’ll stop feeling
like bill collectors and can start being creative again.
The stations with successful sustainer programs are
pioneering this space.
Using the applied methodology, every member of the
cohort saw measurable improvements to their sustainer
programs and overall the group averaged a 36%
increase in the number of sustainers on file.
Participating stations faced the expected challenges—time
and capacity restraints, availability of resources, and
staffing limitations—but every station was able to track their
sustainer results using a comprehensive, data-intensive
system. The communication and collaboration between
stations helped solidify best practices and lessons learned.
In other words, leveraging the tools and assets in the
Sustainer Learning Center is a proven way to cultivate
and grow a station’s base of sustainers. Building on the
lessons of the SGI will lead to a healthier percentage of
sustaining members and a more sustainable revenue
source for your station.

STATION SUCCESSES

“We were at 29% sustainers when we started
the SGI project and now we’re at 45%. It made
us think more holistically about our sustaining
member group and how we promote that.”
Susannah Winslow
Vice President of Development
KLRU-TV (Austin, Texas)

Key Takeaways
Conversations with stations about their practices and
data have revealed several specific takeaways. It’s easy to
get caught up in the newest or most innovative thing — a
distracting shiny object — but your sustainer program is
never going to thrive if you don’t have the basics up to
scratch. These core practices are essential for creating
and maintaining a healthy sustainer file.

Key takeaways from our findings include:
1. Invest resources, both human and capital, in your
sustainer program. Don’t wait. The investment will
pay off in increased ongoing and predictable revenue
each month and a group of donors who are more loyal
and valuable over the long-term.
2. Cultivate sustainer relationships without asking for
money. This can be accomplished in a variety of ways,
from thank-you calls to unique branding to postcards.
This helps sustainers feel valued.
3. Ask for EFT at every opportunity. Sustainers are
extremely receptive to the convenience of EFT, and
may just be waiting to be asked. Make this a priority in
every interaction with them.
4. Prioritize sustainers among staff. Every participant
saw the value of sustainer focus and wished the
station had a greater capacity to focus on these
initiatives. Every station is stretched thin, but some
are actually taking steps to hire new employees just
for sustainers.

STATION SUCCESSES

Nine Network saw a 7% response to an
EFT conversion letter. “I’ve never seen a
small mailing get responses like that. We’ve
increased our EFT conversions by 200%”
Russ Hitzeman
Director of Membership
KETC/Nine Network
(St. Louis, Missouri)

5. Use every platform to educate your audience
about sustainers. Donors are receptive to the
idea of sustaining gifts but it needs to be clearly
communicated and consistent across platforms.
Speak about sustainers as often as you speak about
annual or one-time donors. And during on-air pledge
drives, make sure sustainers understand they are
committing to an ongoing gift rather than a 12-month
“layaway program.”

8. Measure, Report and Analyze! Track Everything!
If you measure it, then you can determine what to
do with it. Make sound, strategic decisions based on
data — not your gut. Excel templates for creating
budget projections can be found in the Sustainer
Learning Center.

6. Leverage PBS Passport. For countless stations,
the largest influx of sustainers has come through
Passport. Take advantage of this by engaging them
with Passport-related communication, programming
highlights, and more.

10. Start small. Try one thing at a time, then measure
it, fine tune it, perfect it, then automate it. Move
to the next thing. This will keep you from getting
overwhelmed.

9. Build an annual plan. Be organized, thoughtful and
strategic. A template for an annual plan can be found
in the Sustainer Learning Center.

7. Automate bookkeeping processes. A system for
credit card recapture is too important to be done
manually or occasionally. A communication schedule
can be found in the Sustainer Learning Center.

STATION SUCCESSES

“Our membership went
from around 12,000 last
year to 24,000 now. I’m
stressed — but it’s a good
stress you want to have!”
Monique Edwards
Annual Giving Manager
UNC-TV/North Carolina Public
Media (Research Triangle Park,
North Carolina)

Our income from sustainers
increased by more than
$200,000 this year!
Dawn Bayman
Director of Development
KSPS-TV (Spokane, Washington)

Introduction
Sustainers have fast become the most important type
of donor in our databases today. They are delivering
long-term, sustainable revenue growth to many
stations already. But there are other stations for whom
the sustainer revenue channel is not yet maximized.
Recognizing this, PBS Development Services made a longterm commitment to member stations by delivering tools
and providing training in proven best practices to develop
this important sustainable revenue growth program.

3. an e-learning training platform that will deliver a
combination of both learning types

This commitment is being delivered through a three
stage plan;

Among the suggestions, stories and examples, there
was one consistent theme throughout every station
experience — one thing each person told us they would
say to their colleagues, “just do something right now —
don’t wait until you get more staff — don’t wait until you
find more time — don’t wait until everything in your world
aligns — just do something now.”

1. the Sustainer Learning Center, a self-directed website
devoted to providing the tools and guidance stations
need to develop and grow their own programs,
2. the Sustainer Growth Initiative (SGI), a one-year,
hands-on training program with ten stations that
tested these tools and recommendations in real time
with documented success and finally,

This report details the stories, ideas, and diverse
perspectives of the stations in the SGI cohort. It shares
their challenges and successes plus delivers tips and
recommendations from one development professional to
another. Whether you’re a station — large or small — you
have a mature sustainer program or you’re just getting
started, there’s something here for everyone.

STATION SUCCESSES

Working to improve the health of our program, we
implemented a recapature program that immediately
increased our EFT file! It also revealed some issues we
had to address. We should have been doing this all along
— just needed the push!
Brynn Carris
Membership Director
WETK/Vermont PBS
(Colchester, Vermont)

Background
In 2016, after two years of renewed emphasis on sustainer
messaging throughout the system, and repeated requests
from stations for additional resources, PBS launched the
Sustainer Learning Center (SLC). This would be an online
“toolbox” offering a variety of resources to help stations
solicit, grow, and cultivate their base of sustainers.
As stations began to access the SLC, PBS noticed the
number of follow up questions increasing. Stations
appreciated the information in the SLC, but needed one
more level of engagement to connect the dots. We began
asking ourselves, “how do we get people to take the time
to try different tactics and put these tools into action?”

To answer that question, PBS established a pilot training
project along with LKA Fundraising and Communications.
After an application process, PBS selected 10 stations to
participate in an intensive, year-long training cohort. “We
took them through the Sustainer Learning Center, over
the course of a year, in bite-sized chunks,” says Becky
Chinn, Partner and Creative Director at LKA.
Over the course of 2017, the stations received personalized
assistance, feedback, coaching and assessment. In return,
they were required to use the best practices captured in
the Sustainer Learning Center and invest resources and
time into the program.

STATION SUCCESSES

Something simple yet important: “We just redid
our renewal letters and added sustainers to our
reply forms. We hadn’t redone our forms in a
couple of years. — Already seeing a lot of people
renewing as sustainers because of that.”
Wendy Wilkinson-Ridout
Membership Manager
Kentucky Educational Television (Lexington, Kentucky)

The Cohort
This year-long program was called the Sustainer Growth
Initiative (SGI) and the hands-on approach was designed
to build new strength in the 10 participating programs,
with the hopes that their findings could be translated
to other stations in the future. Ultimately, PBS hoped to
show demonstrable growth in monthly sustaining donors
and revenue—both immediate and future projected—for
each cohort participant as the stations collaborated.

Throughout the 12-month period, the toolbox expanded
beyond what was originally included in the Sustainer
Learning Center. “Over the course of the year, as we took
those stations through one month at a time, we were able
to develop a whole new suite of materials and samples
and templates for them to use,” says Chinn. Those
resources are currently being added to Version 2 of the
Sustainer Learning Center.

STATION SUCCESSES

After 3 years of no growth,
we finally increased our
sustainer percent of donor
file just over 10% — we’re
thrilled!”

PBS Charlotte’s sustainer
count increased from 11% of
our member file to 20% by
January 2018!

Linda Taggart

Kelly Pierson

Vice President of Development
Maryland Public Television
(Owings Mills, Maryland)

Development Specialist
WTVI/PBS Charlotte
(Charlotte, North Carolina)

Project Elements
Throughout 2017, participants in the SGI cohort were
given access to:
•

Monthly educational webinars, with each covering one
or two topics.

•

A closed online chat group moderated by PBS and
LKA. These online communities connected stations
with each other and encouraged both anecdotal and
data reporting.

•

Monthly statistical reporting from stations to PBS.

•

Regular roll-out of new fundraising and cultivation
tools, materials and campaigns.

Metrics
Stations received metrics and collaboration tools to
assess the strength of their sustainer base and establish
a roadmap for growth.

Branding
Participants were introduced to the importance of strong
Sustainer branding and messaging tools to help establish
a feeling of membership among loyal donors.

Engagement
Customizable postcards and an e-welcome series
helped stations build and maintain ongoing connections
with sustainers, giving them a bridge to engagement
that didn’t involve asking for support. Thank-you call
programs, strategies, and other recommendations also
helped build engagement.

STATION SUCCESSES

In response to an EFT conversion letter, “Piles and
piles of people responding positively, converting
over — some even had notes written on the
donation forms such as ‘This is so much easier.
Thank you.’”
Kim Sosa
Director of Development
WMVS-TV/Milwaukee PBS (Milwaukee, Wisconsin)

Pledge

Recapture

On-air messaging tactics helped stations incorporate
sustainers into their appeals during national pledge
events, including; scripts, graphics, and pre-produced
spot treatments.

Credit card expirations and declined payments are
enormous hurdles to a healthy sustainer file, so stations
were taken through best practices related to back-end
credit card recapture, including customizable mail, e-mail
and on-air templates.

Passport
As Passport became more saturated nationwide and
utilized by supporters, stations were supplied tips for
promoting it as a benefit for sustainers, along with direct
mail and e-mail resources.

Online
Participants in the cohort were taught best practices
and given examples for creating a seamless, simple
online experience to support a stronger sustainer
program. Each station then was given a personalized,
individual consultation with a consultant for the
purposes of reviewing specific improvements to each
station’s online execution.

EFT
Likewise, Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) has been
shown to improve long-term sustainer retention over
credit card payments. Cohort stations were given
customizable direct mail and e-mail campaigns targeting
EFT conversion. EFT upgrade campaigns were also
developed for fall and year-end fundraising.

Annual Planning
Stations received a customizable annual calendar tool
and revenue excel templates to help them continue to
measure and analyze success—while maintaining a monthto-month focus on sustainers—throughout the year.

STATION SUCCESSES

Idaho PTV tried telemarketing to garner upgrades
and saw a 12% response compared to a previous
1.5% response from direct mail. “Test, then
measure results, then test again”
Teena Wright
Membership Director
KAID-TV/Idaho Public Television (Boise, Idaho)

STATION STORIES, CHALLENGES, AND TIPS

Idaho Public Television
During the SGI, Idaho Public Television grew its sustainers
around 17 percent. According to Membership Director
Teena Wright, the station identified sustainer postcards,
credit card recapture, and a renewed focus on sustainer
messaging as among its most successful effort
The Valentine’s Card to sustainers was a good touch,”
she says. This card thanked sustainers for helping the
station fulfill its mission. It also included reminders
about Passport and the convenience of EFT. In the days
after the mailing, Wright says, “we had a lot of people
call to make sure their credit cards were updated, which
surprised me.” The station sent another thank-you card to
sustainers in the fall and plans to continue this in 2018.
The SGI promoted telemarketing as more effective for
sustainer conversions in comparison to direct mail. Idaho
Public Television followed that recommendation and saw
a 12 percent upgrade response from telemarketing versus
a comparable response of 1.5 percent from direct mail.
“We’ll definitely keep doing that in 2018,” says Wright.
READ MORE_

Sustainer messaging was a renewed focus during the
station’s on-air pledge in March, which has traditionally
been responsible for most of the station’s acquisitions.
The pledge language promoted monthly gifts rather than
annual donations, and resulted in 700 sustainer pledges.
“That’s great for us,” Wright says. “The year before, we
only got a few.”
She says the most significant changes came from an
adjustment in thinking. “We’re changing the focus
everywhere to sustainers. We ask how we should do
something and sustainer pops up first—a sustainer
thought process versus a one-time [donor] thought
process.” This has involved retraining staff and
rebranding resources and wording to promote sustained
giving above anything else.

Challenges
“Getting my internal process to be efficient is my biggest
challenge,” says Wright. Helping internal staff shift from
a one-time donor mindset to a sustainer-driven mindset
also brought a few hiccups. “They were used to plugging
in the same things year after year, and now they’re having
to stop, regroup, and approach it differently.”

Tips and Tactics
•

Rebrand sustainers. Idaho’s nickname is the “Gem
State,” so the station has identified its sustainers as
GEMs—members who “give every month.” Sustainers
have begun referring to themselves that way.

•

Sustainers are the first option. “In TV, we used
to apologize for [promoting sustainers]. Now we
present it as the first option,” she says. “You talk in
that language first instead of talking about a $120
donation.”

•

Retrain your donors. “Our history was that you could
do monthly payments but then you renewed every
year,” she says. Now the station promotes the ease
and convenience of pledging $5 or $10 a month so
members won’t have to think about it again.

•

Postcards work. “They’re cheap and easy and seem
to work well with our viewers,” she says. Wright
recommends including Passport messaging in the
postcards. “These keep our retention rate high.”

STATION STORIES, CHALLENGES, AND TIPS

Nine Network
“We’ve seen a lot of positive results,” says Russ Hitzemann,
Director of Membership at the Nine Network in St. Louis.
“It’s all a cumulative effect and I can’t put my finger on
any one item, but the SGI was a success. We started the
program in the low 20‘s percent range of sustainers and
now we’re at more than 30 percent.”

Challenges
“I don’t have a lot of hurdles from the philosophical side,”
says Hitzemann. “Most of the hurdles are implementation,
time, staff, and getting everybody who’s going to touch
this set up and ready to go. It’s a time and resourceallocation hurdle.”

One major success was an EFT conversion effort. A mailing
asking existing sustainers to switch from credit card
payments to electronic transfer brought in more than 500
responses. “They came in fast and furiously,” Hitzemann
says, with a final response rate just shy of 7 percent. “I’ve
never seen a small mailing get responses like that. Ask and
you shall receive.”

Tips and Tactics
•

Make the messaging clear. “Most of our sustainers
come in through the drives, so we made sure all
our scripts were updated and the language was not
confusing,” says Hitzemann. The station made sure
to tell viewers sustaining membership was not an
“installment plan” but a form of ongoing support.

•

Use every opportunity for EFT conversion. “Make
that pitch stronger,” says Hitzemann. From a fall
switch campaign to buckslip messaging to email
responses, always invite new sustainers and existing
sustainers to make the change. Sustainers may simply
be waiting for stations to ask.

•

Track everything. If you measure it, then you can
determine what to do with it,” he says. “Reporting is
a big deal. We’ve got all these sustainers and I can
count them every month, but what
EFT Conv
ersion
else?” From staying aware of
cancellations to understanding
average gift amounts, let data drive
decisions.

READ MORE_

The Nine Network also added telemarketing efforts and
built an on-air spot to promote EFT conversion. For pledge,
it adjusted talking points to promote sustainers first and
highlighted sustainer messaging in its pledge graphics.
In fact, Hitzemann wonders if the network has ramped
up its sustainer emphasis so much that it might be
going too far. “Sustainers get pledge confirmations,
acknowledgments and a special note in their magazine
every other month. They get special invitations to
activities. They get a postcard. Is it
overkill? I don’t have an answer to
that,” he says. He’s hoping continued
steps in 2018 will clarify those
FPO
questions.
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STATION STORIES, CHALLENGES, AND TIPS

Kentucky Educational Television (KET)
Wendy Wilkinson Ridout, the membership manager at
KET, found success with a number of the resources and
strategies provided by the SGI. She believes the sustainer
postcards were a good cultivation tool and an effective
way to help sustainers understand their value—without it
being attached to a request.
Those aren’t the only effective mail pieces, however. KET
has been sending EFT conversion letters six weeks after
each pledge drive. “EFT conversions grew with these and
it helps keep our data clean,” she says.
As part of the credit card recapture process, every week
the station sends a letter, email and makes a phone call
to sustainers whose credit cards have declined, plus a
monthly letter targeting those whose cards are about
to expire. “We’ve had good success with that,” Wilkinson
Ridout says. “It’s not bringing in sustainers, but it is
helping us to keep sustainers.” Prior to the SGI, that
credit card focus had not been a regular part of her staff’s
weekly process.
Another significant change was equally simple—and
important: “We just redid our renewal letters and added
sustainers to our reply forms,” she says. “Everything was
pre-printed but we hadn’t redone our forms in a couple of
years. We are already seeing a lot of people renewing as
sustainers because of that.”
In response, KET has begun adding a sustainer option on
every giving platform. “On our pledge forms, sustainers
have become the top option,” she says. “That was big.” In
the coming months, the station will begin implementing
sustainer upgrade and renewal communication as part of
its standard renewal cycle.

Challenges
Like most stations in the cohort, fitting efforts like credit
card recapture into the daily routine was the biggest
hurdle. “I consider us a medium-sized station, and there
are just not enough people,” says Wilkinson Ridout. “What
you really need to have is a staff person who’s dedicated
to sustainers. You could be full-time and just handle
sustainers.”

Tips and Tactics
•

Analyze and measure. “You have to be measuring
your program constantly, monthly,” she says. “If you
don’t constantly monitor what’s happening, you can’t
make the necessary tweaks. Make it part of your endof-the-month process to run those numbers.”

•

Start small. With so many options and tools, it’s easy
to become overwhelmed with acquiring and cultivating
sustainers. “Just try one thing at a time,” she says.

•

Make sustainers part of the regular process.
Wilkinson-Ridout suggests preparing two renewal
letters each month, one for sustainers and one for
non-sustainers. “Mail them at the same time.”

STATION STORIES, CHALLENGES, AND TIPS

KLRU
In Austin, KLRU launched a 21-day digital sustainer
challenge campaign in July that brought in more than 400
sustainers while also shortening its on-air drive. Meanwhile,
Vice President of Development, Susannah Winslow and her
team created a KLRU fan kit to give to new sustainers or
existing sustainers who switched to EFT or upgraded.
READ MORE_

The station also updated its lower third during pledge
to promote sustainers. “Before, it was mostly just our
phone number and our website,” Winslow says. “We added
this moving element to it that said ‘Become a Sustainer
and donate today.’” KLRU saw a bump in the number of
sustainers during that on-air drive.
KLRU also found success in sending appreciative postcards
to sustainers. “I think you get focused on trying to acquire
more sustainers and not really stewarding the sustainers
you have,” says Winslow. Sending a Valentine’s postcard
and then another postcard in the fall were effective ways
to say “thank you” and remind sustainers about Passport.
“We got a lot of feedback from sustainers that they
appreciated that. If they came to
the station for a taping, they’d tell
us that they got the postcard and
really enjoyed getting it.”

Challenges
For KLRU, Winslow identifies the biggest challenges
as data entry. “We do all our data entry here and
we’re bursting at the seams,” she says. “It can get
unmanageable with the amount of gifts you’re having to
input some days. That definitely had an impact on time
and capacity of staff.” The station is looking to hire a
new data entry staff member in 2018. “If this is how our
member base is growing, then we need to invest in order
to take this on.”

Tips and Tactics
•

•

Other successful campaigns
included acquisition postcards
asking current donors to become
sustainers and mailings asking
sustainers to upgrade or switch
to EFT.
One thing the station didn’t have
a chance to do was to adapt on-air
scripts during pledge. “I know other stations saw some
success with this, talking to sustainers instead of talking
about a one-time gift,” Winslow says. “We’re looking
forward to experimenting with that this year.” KLRU
also plans to build out several on-air spots it can use to
promote sustainers year-round. “We did well promoting it
during a drive, but we can still be creative to encourage it
throughout the year.”
Overall, she views the full project as a success. “We
were at 29 percent sustainers when we joined and now
we’re at 45 percent,” she says. “It made us think more
holistically about our sustaining member group and how
we promote that.”

Think sustainers first. “We are pushing our
sustaining program as the way to donate to KLRU
now. It’s always the ask going forward: How can we get
more sustainers?” says Winslow. “Sustainers should
be at the forethought of your mind when you’re going
into something. It can help shape the promotion of
that campaign and that, in turn, shapes the type of
donors you’re bringing in.”
Communicate tangible
impact. During the July
sustainer challenge, potential
donors were told that a $5
monthly gift covered an hour
of PBS Kids programming,
or $10 a month helped fund
a community film screening.
“People want to know what
their money is supporting,”
says Winslow.

•

Promote Passport. “A lot of sustainers are coming in
via Passport,” she says.

•

Prioritize recapture. Following the SGI’s
recommended process for sustainer recapture
proved effective. “We had a lot of process issues,”
Winslow says. “We were losing a lot of sustainers and
not necessarily getting them back on the file. Part of
the growth we’ve seen is a result of improving that
process.”

STATION STORIES, CHALLENGES, AND TIPS

KSPS
According to Dawn Bayman, Director of Development at
KSPS, the station changed a number of processes during
its year with the SGI. She and Membership Director
Skyler Reep report that the initiative was helpful across
the board and had a significant impact. Over 2017,
the station’s income from sustainers increased from
$890,000 a year to $1.1 million a year.
The station began communicating better with sustainers
and legacy donors about the value of sustained giving.
This means changing the term “members” to “sustainers”
in all communication forms, from letterheads to email
templates.
Another change is training the KSPS membership team
to ask for EFT changes when handling any inbound calls
from sustainers. Reep says he’s heard some stations refer
to EFT sustainers as the “holy grail” of membership, and
he agrees. “We tweaked our thinking to work to attain
new sustainers with the EFT pay method and to convert
existing sustainers to EFT, since it’s more secure and less
expensive.”
It also led to tweaks of the station’s website after LKA
performed a site audit. Working with Allegiance, the
station launched a “My KSPS” account program, allowing
sustainers to update their contact info online, download
a tax receipt and even switch to EFT on their own.
Sustaining gifts have become front-and-center on the
online giving form.
Meanwhile, KSPS systematized credit card recapture,
improved monthly benchmark reporting to catch
problems and identify trends, and added KSPS-produced
sustainer messaging to national pledge event breaks.
“The biggest single thing we did was improve our on-air
messaging,” says Bayman. “We can see the results in
pledge drives. New members who join as sustainers used
to be negligible for us but now it’s close to half [of all new
members]. That’s a meaningful number.”

Challenges
Education continues to be a challenge for KSPS. The
station has spent years promoting installment giving and
many donors needed to be re-educated. “There’s inertia
with legacy donors who’ve been annual donors for so
long,” says Reep. “If they become a sustainer, 13 months
later they might be trying to renew or wondering why
they don’t need to renew.” The station is also working to
systemize how to communicate with sustainers who still
have a thank-you gift mindset.

Tips and Tactics
•

Make sustainers the default. Rather than
communicating about sustainers as an alternative
to “normal” giving, make sustaining gifts the default
giving method.

•

Communicate. “Help sustainers understand early
and often what the heck it means to be a sustainer,”
says Reep.

•

Promote Passport. With a regular “Passport Picks”
email, Reep encouraged Passport activation and
sustainer retention.

•

Use an annual planning calendar. “Put everything on
it,” says Bayman. “The great thing about sustainers is
they roll on, but you can sort of forget about them—
and you don’t want to.” A calendar ensures that every
station initiative keeps sustainers top of mind.

•

Focus on volume over size. Prior to the start of this
project, the average annual gift to KSPS was $176. The
current average is $168, but there are more people
giving. The overall income from sustainers increased
more than $200,000 in 2017. “The decrease in average
gift more than pays for itself in volume,” says Reep.

READ MORE_

STATION STORIES, CHALLENGES, AND TIPS

Maryland Public Television
“For the longest time, we were at 11,000 sustainers,”
says Linda Taggart, Vice President of Development at
Maryland Public Television. “We could not move off that
to save our lives.”
As of December 2017, after participating in the SGI, the
station has increased its file to 12,223 sustainers. “We
were obviously jumping for joy,” Taggart says. And in a
recent note from Linda, she happily reports that as of
March 2018, they have increased to 13,3112!
With other members of the cohort, MPT took a number
of steps to steward its sustainers. It sent Valentine’s
Day and Thanksgiving postcards to sustainers and
hosted a volunteer-led Thank-a-Thon. Led by Director
of Membership Jenny Trust, the station began sending
quarterly e-newsletters and biannual mailed newsletters
to sustainers, as well as promoting sustaining gifts heavily
in a “Ways to Give” postcard. “We’ve never had anything
like that before,” says Taggart.
The SGI also guided MPT to update the navigation of
website donor pages and revamp the overall credit card
recapture process. “We send a notification to sustainers
when their credit cards are nearing expiration or when
they are expired,” says Trust. “Lapsed sustainers are
added to a lapsed donor pool and appealed to regularly
throughout the year.” The station is in the process of
hiring a telemarketer, but as a state agency, procuring
that provider takes several months.
Sustainer messaging and graphics also improved on air.
“We were able to upgrade our scripts and our messaging,”
says Taggart. “Before, we would just mention sustainers
maybe once a break but now we integrate it throughout
the break.”
Over the coming year, Taggart and Trust hope that a
number of strategic initiatives already in place—including
telemarketing
contracts and new
communications
efforts—will reach
fruition and continue
to impact the
sustainer base.

Challenges
Education has been an issue. “We get a lot of people who
sign up to be sustainers through our on-air fundraising
campaigns, but the reality is these are people who are
doing the ‘layaway plan’,” says Taggart. “After the 13th
month, they wonder why we’re charging their credit card.”
A number of those then cancel their sustaining gifts. In
response, the station has changed its messaging during
on-air pledge drives to describe sustaining members in
more detail. “We have to make sure things are as clear as
we can possibly make them,” she says.

Tips and Tactics
•

Staff up. “Especially for an organization with a large
donor pool, you have to have dedicated staff for
overseeing the program,” says Trust. “There’s so much
potential for sustained giving. I feel like stations could
go really far but they just don’t have the bandwidth.”
She is hoping to hire a development staff member just
to oversee the sustainer program.

•

Connect without an ask. Sustainers appreciated the
volunteer-led Thank-a-Thon. “They just called to say
‘thank you’ to these people who had been giving for
so long,” Trust says. “The response has been really
great. A lot of them thought we were going to ask
for money.” Instead, volunteers asked them why they
watched and how the station was meeting their needs.

•

Learn about motivations. Later in 2018, MPT plans
to send out a survey of sustainers who join through
pledge. “On the fundraising side, it’s hard for us to
quantify these donors,” Trust explains. “Are they
giving because they care about the mission or are
they giving because they want stuff? That informs our
asking down the line.”

•

Continue what works. In the 2016 PBS Roku sustainer
campaign, 66 sustainers became members at MPT,
and 85 percent of those are still on-board. “I would
love to do that again,” says Taggart. She hopes to reintroduce that campaign in April after March pledge.

STATION STORIES, CHALLENGES, AND TIPS

UNC-TV
Monique Edwards, the Annual Giving Manager at
UNC-TV, identifies several elements of the SGI that
proved effective, starting with cultivation pieces
like the postcards. “Just opening up those lines of
communication without actually making an ask made
a world of difference,” she says. “It got a really good
response.” She says sustainers were more willing to get
involved—like coming to the studio for events—because
that previous communication had taken place.
The welcome series was also beneficial. “Being a
dedicated team of one, it made it easier and creates
familiarity for when I actually do come in with an addgift campaign,” she says.
The advice of the cohort about the importance of
recapture calling and telemarketing was something she
had been wanting to introduce for a while. “It certainly
helped with the cohort saying, ‘Hey, you need to do this
and it’s paying off for us,’” for Edwards to get the goahead to employ a telemarketing firm. “It’s cutting down
on the number of sustainers that fall off every month.”
Over the past year, Edwards revised the sustainer
buckslips that went in renewals, making the entry
level $5 to mimic a $60 annual membership. She also
rebranded the network’s sustainers with a dedicated
“Sustaining Circle” logo, giving them an identity of their
own. “We heavily marketed the Sustaining Circle at $5 or
more a month as opposed to $10 in the past,” she says.
“With the whole influx of Passport tactics gleaned from
being in the cohort, our membership went from around
12,000 last year to 24,000 now. That’s why I’m stressed—
but it’s a good stress you want to have!”

Challenges
Edwards, as she mentioned above, is a dedicated team
of one. Her focus includes sustainers and all traditional
annual giving, so it’s not uncommon for her to feel
stretched a little too thin on occasion. “It was all great
advice,” she says of the SGI. “I just didn’t have the
infrastructure to be able to execute as much of it as I
would have liked.”

Tips and Tactics
•

Make sustainers feel special. Edwards says
sustainers need to have their own identity, which
is why she came up with the redesigned Sustainers
Circle branding efforts and why she planned two
Sustainer Saturdays during on-air fundraising drives,
with focused events for sustainers and sustainerdirected on-air messaging.
READ MORE_

•

Systemize everything. Rather than manually
handling credit card recapture or emails, find a
systematic way to keep it flowing. “With one person,
you’ll have holes in the process,” she says. “Although
one person physically cannot do it all, it is still quite a
feat for a bigger team.”

•

Know your file. Early data from last year’s Sustainer
Saturdays indicates that sustainers from those events
retain better than those who have joined from past
pledge drives. “They’re less transactional, it appears,”
Edwards says. “They act like true sustainers. They’re
acting differently.” She’s brainstorming ways to speak
to that group in a unique way.

•

Let your data do the talking. If Edwards needs to
make a point in meetings, she assembles reports,
analyzes data, and carefully tracks recapture efforts.
“People outside ‘sustainer world’ don’t always
understand what you understand. The best way to
help them is to show them the data. Show them what
sustainers can do.”

STATION STORIES, CHALLENGES, AND TIPS

Vermont PBS
At Vermont PBS, Membership Director Brynn Carris has
been on staff for 12 years and says the station has always
been talking about sustainers. Still, she found the SGI to
provide highly valuable resources and feedback.
Carris views the Valentine’s Day postcard as very
effective, and says the station intends to continue
providing separate postcard communications just to stay
in communication with sustainers. “It lets them know how
important they are to us, without asking them for money,”
she explains.
The station also implemented processes to recapture
expired credit cards and promote EFT. As a result, the
station improved its EFT numbers from 1,316 to 1,649
sustainers. A closer look at the file, however, revealed
several issues. “Our sustainers had gone bad,” Carris
explains. “We identified around 1,500 sustaining donors
who hadn’t made payments in a long time or whose
payment methods we were not able to process.”
Vermont PBS enacted a telemarketing campaign to reach
those past donors. “Our numbers actually decreased
[as a result], because those who did not respond were
deactivated as sustainers,” she says. Still, the work
improved the health of the file. “It needed to be done and
we should have been doing it.”
Moving forward, Carris hopes to continue letting
sustainers know they are special. “It’s not always wellknown that sustainers are allowed to select a gift each
year. We want to make sure they’re aware of that. They’ve
more than earned it by their giving.” The station is also
working on a strategy to reach sustainers acquired by
Passport. “We’ve received an incredible influx of Passport
sustainers, but they’re a different kind of donor,” she
says. To keep these members engaged, the station is
considering a special
Passport-focused
email newsletter
and social media
campaigns.

Challenges
As with most other stations, “it’s a staffing issue,” says
Carris. She identifies increased bookkeeping capacity as
the answer to keeping the sustainer file healthy. “There
wasn’t enough time in the day to look at the file and make
sure those issues weren’t happening.”

Tips and Tactics
•

Reinforce the messaging. “Every pledge drive, every
piece of mail mentions sustainers,” says Carris. “Any
communication we have with a donor or potential
donor says something about monthly giving. You have
to talk about it in everything you’re doing.”

•

Stay focused. Vermont PBS used to make thank-you
calls to new sustainers after every pledge drive. “It
fell to the wayside and became an afterthought,” she
says. “We’re trying to change that thought process” by
prioritizing sustainers as the most loyal members.

•

Offer relatable benefits. With a “members-only”
approach similar to Amazon Prime, the station began
eliminating shipping charges when sustainers elected
to receive a premium gift.

•

Treat sustainers like major donors. “We’re trying to
include them in events and opportunities that are not
open to everybody,” says Carris. “Any time we have
the ability to increase the size of a group, we put in
our sustainers.”

STATION STORIES, CHALLENGES, AND TIPS

Milwaukee PBS
“We had been seeing so much about stations having
success with EFT conversions and wanted to tackle that,”
says Kim Sosa, Director of Development at Milwaukee
PBS. The station set an audacious goal of converting
500 sustaining members to EFT, and in the fall, sent a
conversion mailing to all non-EFT sustainers. That was a
list of nearly 5,000 recipients.
Despite the goal, Sosa and team didn’t expect much. “We
dropped the mailing, went on to do other things, and a
week later the mail started coming in and we just had
piles of envelopes,” she says.
Surprise: They were responses from sustainers. “Piles
and piles of people responding positively, converting
over,” says Sosa. “Some had even written notes on the
donation forms—This is so much easier. Thank you. It just
demonstrated to us that these people had been waiting in
the wings all along, wondering if there was an easier way,
and we presented it to them.”

Challenges
As experienced by most other stations, staffing is the
biggest challenge. “We went into the initiative with the
same number of staff that we came out of it with,” says
Sosa. “We’re exploring other resources to see where time
is best used with the staffing we have.”

Tips and Tactics
•

Pursue an intentional strategy. “Look at your
program and really identify the areas you’d like to
improve,” Sosa says. “There are so many different
projects or tasks vying for your time. It’s worth it to
look at each program, see what money you’re leaving
on the table and make a decision, station-wide, that
this is where you’re going to pay attention.”

•

Communicate often and clearly. “Be consistent
to help sustainers understand how important the
ongoing support they are providing is to the station,”
she says. In other words, it’s not just a 12-month
installment plan that comes to an end.

•

EFT conversion works when you ask. “They’ve been
waiting all along but you didn’t ask. If you don’t ask,
they won’t do it,” says Sosa.

•

Be willing to experiment. “You have to try new
things. It could bomb or be a huge success,” she says.
The EFT mailing convinced her of this. “Unless you’re
willing to take risks with your program, you’re not
going to know whether you’re actually talking to your
donors in the way they want to be talked to.”

As for the goal of 500 conversions, Milwaukee PBS nearly
met it. “If we didn’t hit the goal then we came awfully
close to it,” says Sosa.
Additionally, the station began including an EFTconversion offer in the acknowledgment letter it sends
after a sustainer comes on board. It’s also integrating
recapture telemarketing with an email series. For the
coming year, Sosa and team are looking at ways to
influence new sustainers to consider EFT from the
beginning. “We’re taking everything we’ve learned from
participating in the program and incorporating it into
standard operating procedure,” she says.
The station also experimented with touch-point
campaigns—like the Valentine’s Day card—with less
promising results. Sosa said she understands the “feelgood” need for such communication, “but we could see
more immediate results if we used the financial resources
on other things, like recapturing.”

STATION STORIES, CHALLENGES, AND TIPS

PBS Charlotte
Coming from a nonprofit event-planning background,
Kelly Pierson entered midway through the SGI, joining
PBS Charlotte in August of 2017. “Walking into the SGI
was not difficult,” she says. “I literally just walked into it
and followed the plan. I was able to easily comprehend
the objective and begin using the tools provided to
implement the assets to continue to grow and retain
our sustainers.” She believes the initiative provided a
springboard for new ideas to attract new sustainers and
convert one-time donors.
Since beginning the program, the station’s total number
of sustainers has grown by 380 percent. The percentage
in PBS Charlotte’s file rose from 11 percent in July 2017 to
20 percent in January of 2018. “This can be attributed to
assets in the SGI toolbox that helped us craft our message
and create a strategic calendar plan,” Pierson says.
She says the most impact came from incorporating all of
marketing and digital into an annual planning calendar,
which was a new approach at the station. “It gives you
a glance at all campaigns working at the same time and
how they can work together,” she says. “You don’t have
to reinvent the wheel—they can mirror one another. It
helps everyone be on the same path and following the
same objective.”
That’s important for a station where, as Pierson
describes, “we are all consistently wearing multiple hats.”
She says the calendar allows the station to take a longrange planning approach and coordinate social media,
direct mail, emails and on-air promotion.
For the coming year, Pierson says all new endeavors will be
focused on sustainers and sustainer messaging, including
a thank-you telemarketing campaign in March and a credit
card recapture campaign sent alongside tax receipt letters.
“We are aware that the greatest potential for membership
is through the sustainer channel,” she says.

Challenges
Other than entering the campaign midstream, Pierson
says the station’s limited staff was her largest hurdle.
“We have had an increase of staff turnover the past 18
months that has caused some disruption in planning and
implementation,” she says. “But with the right person in
the right position, we are growing at an exponential rate.”
PBS Charlotte is adding a full-time membership services
employee this year.

Tips and Tactics
•

Leverage Passport. “We’re finding that Passport is the
leading channel for sustainers coming into the station,”
says Pierson. Through a Passport Pick of the Week in
the station’s weekly email newsletter, she says, “we
are continually engaging them through Passport and
introducing them to programming.” PBS Charlotte also
uses Passport analytical data to reach out to the most
active Passport sustainers for testimonials.

•

Track information. PBS Charlotte worked with
Allegiance to create a benchmark report to compile
information every month. “This gives me an
opportunity to track specifically what I’m looking for
with sustainers,” says Pierson.

•

Build relationships. PBS Charlotte is working on
creating a concierge service for sustainers. “With
sustainers, relationships are the most important
thing,” she says. “You want them to stay forever.
Give them extra customer service and create that
relationship with them.”

